**Districts**

Workbench Education gives your district the freedom to replace costly curriculum with content your teachers are creating. Your teacher leaders and instructional coaches are already sharing great ideas - capitalize on what they generate by making it easy to search, find, share, assign, and assess the ideas that work best in your schools in a shared library of projects.

- Scale the impact of the best projects in the district
- Projects and curriculum your teachers already create become shareable & searchable
- Save teachers’ time by using existing projects by other teachers in the district

---

**Schools**

Workbench Platform enables teachers to discover, create and share their content, assign projects to students and view their progress all in one place!

- Saves time in lesson prep because teachers can create or modify project content to meet the needs of each student
- Educators can collaborate on content more efficiently
- Enables tracking of student progress and support them to create a portfolio of their work
- Prepare for student showcases with projects that help parents understand the work in your classrooms

---

**Teachers**

Workbench empowers teachers to manage their classes’ diverse needs while teaching with cross-curricular projects, and building confidence with technology.

- Find standards-aligned projects by grade, topic, or standard
- Customize projects for your class or even a specific student in minutes
- Easily create and assign your new project, then share it with your colleagues
- Track your students’ progress on projects to give you visibility and develop their accountability
- Single place for programming projects with robots, circuits, drones and other gear